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The upper part of the upper Proterozoic Næringselva Member comprises sharply based sandstone bodies, 7-35 m thick, interpreted 

as distributary channel deposits. In contras! to most modem and ancient counterparts, these channel deposits are dominated by 

upper-ftow regime, planar stratification and sigmoidal cross-stratification. This is related to the absence of vegetation during the 

Precambrian and the 'ftash-ftood' nature of the depositional system. Sharply based, distributary channel sandstone bodies in the 

Seglodden area are separated by finer grained units comprising coarsening upward facies sequences interpreted as bay-fill deposits, 

in the form of sheet-ftood dominated and 'Gilbert' type minor mouth bars. Bay-fill deposits are not observed in the Smellror area, 

where delta-front deposits are more prominent, comprising coarsening upward mouth-bar deposits 15-20 m thick. Owing to the 

dominance of river-current-generated sedimentary structures within bay-fill and delta-front deposits, it is suggested that the studied 

section of the Næringselva Member formed part of a ftuvially dominated delta that prograded eastwards into a low-energy, 

protected basin, possibly with a related eastwards deepening of the delta-front setting. 
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The upper Proterozoic Næringselva Member is a part of 
the Båsnæringen Formation of the Barents Sea Group, 
exposed at the Varanger Peninsula, northern Norway 
(Fig. l ). Although several excellent exposures of fluvial 
and deltaic sediments occur on the Varanger Peninsula, 
remarkably few of these exposures have been studied in 
detail. The aim of this study is to document detailed 
facies characteristics and suggest a sedimentary model 
for the transition zone between the deltaic Næringselva 
Member and the overlying fluvial Seglodden Member. 
The study summarizes the first detailed sedimentological 
descriptions of the upper part of the deltaic Næringselva 
Member as observed at two localities, Seglodden, north
west of Persfjord, and Smellror, west of Vardø. 

Structural setting 
Siedlecka ( 1985) suggested that the Barents Sea Basin 
may have been part of an oblique-slip graben or half 
graben, and assumed that the Trollfjord-Komagelv 
Fault Zone (Fig. l) mirrors the trend of the initial 
tectonic line bordering the basin. Siedlecka ( 1985) fur
ther concluded that the sediment transport direction 
during deposition of the Båsnæringen Formation must 

have been subparallel or oblique to the basin edge (Fig. 
2), with a differential downfaulting that was smallest 
towards the northwest. It was proposed by Siedlecka 
( 1985) that differential vertical movements occurred 

prior to, and during, sedimentation, and were a con
trolling factor in the sedimentary process. 

Stratigraphic setting 
The Båsnæringen Formation belongs to the Barents Sea 
Group and comprises four members (Fig. 3), from base 
to top: Næringselva, Seglodden, Godkeila and Hestman 
Members (Siedlecka & Edwards 1980). The Næringselva 
Member and the overlying Seglodden Member are parts 
of a thick (up to 1500 m), overall coarsening upward 
sedimentary system of deltaic (Næringselva Member) 
and fluvial (Seglodden Member) origin (Siedlecka & 
Edwards 1980). 

The Næringselva Member comprises a succession of 
sandstone, siltstone and mudstone up to 1200 m thick 
and has been interpreted previously as deposition on a 
prodelta slope that passes up into high-energy wave- and 
tide-dominated delta-front sandstones (Siedlecka & Ed
wards 1980). The deltaic interpretation was supported by 
Pickering ( 1982), who compared the sediments of the 
lower Næringselva Member to deposits of the slope of 
the recent Mississippi delta. Pickering ( 1982) also docu
mented the transition from a retrogradational submarine 
fan (Kongsfjord Formation; see Fig. 3) into prodelta 
deposits of the lower Næringselva Member. 

The 130-350 m thick Seglodden Member consists 
almost exclusively of fine- to medium-grained planar 
and cross-stratified sandstones and is interpreted as a 
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Fig. l. Geological overview of the Barents Sea Region, Varanger Peninsula (based on Siedlecka et al. 1988). 

braided-river deposit (Siedlecka & Edwards 1980 ; 

Hjellbakk 1987). Palaeocurrent directions from the 
Næringselva as well as the Seg1odden Members are dom
inantly toward the northeast in the Seg1odden area. In 
the Smellror area, palaeocurrents of the Seg1odden Mem
ber are northeasterly, whereas distributary channe1s of 
the Næringselva Member show southeasterly pa1aeocur
rents (Hjellbakk 1987). 

Measured sections 
In the Seglodden area, a continuous section 120 m thick 
was measured through the uppermost part of the 
Næringselva Member to the base of the Seglodden Mem
ber (Fig. 4). In addition to a basal fine-grained unit 
(mudstone and siltstone with varying contents of sand
stone), the measured section comprises three bodies of 
fine- to medium-grained sandstones with erosional bases. 
The sandstone bodies are separated by finer grained units 
of mixed mudstone, siltstone and sandstone 7 - l  O m 
thick. In the Smellror area, a measured section (Fig. 4) 

150 m thick comprises a single sandstone body 40 m 
thick that is sandwiched between dominantly fine-grained 
heterolithic units. In the following discussion, 'HU' and 
'SB' will be used as abbreviations for heterolithic unit 
and sandstone body, respectively. 

The sandstone bodies in the Seglodden area (SB A, SB 
B, SB C) are all sharply based compared to SB D in the 
Smellror area (Fig. 4). Sandstone body SB A overlies a 
7 m thick, slightly upward-coarsening facies sequence 
that defines the top of HU A. Sandstone bodies SB B 
and SB C erode into mudstones in the upper part of HU 
B and HU C, respectively. The sandstone body SB D in 

the Smellror area overlies a coarsening upward facies 
sequence 15-20 m thick that defines the top of HU D. A 
similar coarsening upward facies sequence defines the top 
of HU E, directly underlying the thick sandstone body of 
the Seglodden Member. 

Based on descriptions and interpretations of character
istic sedimentary facies and their vertical and lateral 
distribution, the measured sections have been divided 
into two facies associations that will be discussed below: 
the delta-plain facies association and the delta-front fa
cies association. 
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The delta-plain facies association: facies 
descriptions and interpretation 

Channel sandstones 

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic presentation of the infilling of the Barents Sea Basin, seen 

from the east (reproduced from Siedlecka 1985). 

The sandstone bodies comprise 5-12 m thick superim
posed storeys (sensu Friend et al. 1979), bounded by 
major erosional surfaces. These surfaces are marked by 
intraformatio�al clasts, in places building intraforma
tional conglomerates up to l m thick. Each storey is 
internally dominated by large-scale cross-stratified sets, 
horizontal to low-angle planar stratified sets, or massive 
beds. Other facies are subordinate and will only be 
discussed briefly. Although more than one facies occur 
within an individual storey, a tripartite subdivision of 
storeys is made, based on the most frequently occurring 
facies: cross-stratified, planar stratified and massive chan
nel-fill sandstones. The sediment type of the studied 
sandstone bodies is exceptionally homogeneous, com
posed of dominantly fine- to medium-sized, subrounded 
to rounded grains. Sandstone classification is based on 
the mineral composition of sand-sized grains of the 
'light' mineral fraction. The studied samples are classified 
as arkoses to subarkoses following the classification of 
McBride ( 1963). Detrital constituents of heavy minerals 
( dominantly hematite and ilmenite) comprise 3-80% of 
the rock samples. The distribution of these minerals is 
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Fig. 3. Stratigraphy and depositional environment of the Barents Sea Group (based on Siedlecka (1985) and Røe (1982)). 
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extremely facies dependent. Rock fragments in the form 

of chert and microscopic fragments of mudstonejsiltstone 
clasts both comprise 1-2% of the sandstone bodies. 

Cross-stratified channel-fill sandstones. - The storeys 
dominated by cross-stratified channel-fill sandstone (Fig. 
5a) are 8-12 m thick, with exposed widths varying from 

a) 

c) 

e) 

A 'flash-fiood' dominated braid delta 67 

60 to 120 m (Figs. 6 and 7). Planar stratified and massive 

sandstones are volumetrically subordinate within these 
storeys, although lateral and vertical transitions from 
cross-strata to planar strata occur. Intraformational 
mudstone clasts occur as thin ( centimetre to tens of 
centimetres) basal conglomerates below cross-stratified as 
well as massive beds, although scattered clasts may be 

b) 

d) 

f) 
Fig. 5. a. Cross-stratified channel-fill sandstones. View from lower storey, sandstone body D, Seglodden area. Hammer for scale. b. Coarsening upward mouth-bar 

facies sequence (B) cut by fluvial channel (C). View from the upper part of heterolithic unit E, Smellror area. c. Planar stratified sandstone. Note that laminae rich 

in heavy minerals appear as black stripes in the rock. From middle storey, sandstone body D. Lens cap for scale. d. Laterally persistent beds of dominantly planar 

stratified sandstone (B). A and C mark the base and the top of storey l, respectively. View from storey l, sandstone body A, Seglodden area. Dotted line marks the 

erosional base of the overlying massive sandstone of storey 2. e. Sedimentary deformation of rippled beds. View from upper part of heterolithic unit A, Seglodden area. 

Shoe for scale. f. Large-scale slump structure. View from heterolithic unit D, Smellror area. Hammer for scale. 
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Fig. 6. Planar and cross-stratified channel-fill sandstones. Diagrammatic cross-section of sandstone body D (Smellror area). 

present at any level. Massive beds reaching 1.5 m in 

thickness fil! erosive depressions at the base of some 
storeys, but may also be found locally as tabular beds 
higher up in a storey (Fig. 6). These beds are considered 
to be simi1ar in origin to the massive channel-fill sand
stones (see below), and will not be discussed here. The 
cross-stratified sandstones have either tabular or lenticu
lar set geometries in flow-parallel sections (Fig. 7). Ex
posed length-to-height ratios exceed 50 for the tabu1ar 
sets, and are between 30 and 50 for the lenticular sets. 
Sigmoidal _cross-strata may grade laterally and vertically 
in to planar strata (Fig. 8). Lateral transitions from cross
strata into planar strata and from planar strata into 
cross-strata are both common. Where such transitions 
occur, laminae may be continuously traced from the 
topset into the associated planar stratified topset. How
ever, studies of good exposures indicate that truncations 
between planar and cross-strata are common laterally 
(Fig. 8). 

The dominant palaeocurrent directions measured from 
cross-strata are towards the northeast and the north in 

both study areas, whereas primary current lineations 

show a larger scatter, varying from ESE-WNW to 
NNE-SSW. 

Interpretation. Based on geometries, length-to-height ra
tios and intemal stratification, the lenticular and tabular 
sets are interpreted as 'dunes' and 'bars' migrating in the 
dune to upper stage flow-regime transition, as suggested 
by Røe ( 1987). Such bedforms transitional from dune to 
upper stage flow regimes are well documented from 
flume experiments (Simons et al. 1965; Brady & Jobson 
1973; Saunderson & Lockett 1983). However, in many 
cases there are uncertainties in the classification owing to 
a lack of three-dimensional exposures, and the occur
rence of transitional variants of 'dunes' and 'bars'. The 
continuity of stratification from sigmoidal- to planar 
strata indicates that the two bedding types are genetically 
related, thus indicating a transition from the upper part 
of the lower flow regime (sigmoidal cross-strata), into 
upper flow regime (planar strata). The transition is in
dicative of an increase in bed shear stress, flow velocity, 
depth ratio and suspended load transport (Fig. 9). Ero
sional contacts between the two types of strata reflect 
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Fig. 7. Cross-stratified channel-fill sandstone. Diagrammatic cross-section of lower storey, sandstone body B (Seglodden area). 
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local variations in current strength and/or sediment sup
ply ( Allen 1983), which brought the bed form out of the 
equilibrium needed for the top and cross-set to advance 
at the same rate. This facies transition is almost identical 
to the one observed by Allen ( 1983 ; fig. 17, profile 9, unit 
1 5), which he related to the 'simplest kind of compound 
bar'. The thicker units of planar strata probably have an 
origin similar to the 'plane-bedded simple bars' of Allen 
( 1983). Allen related these deposits to three-dimensional, 

large, flat, periodic and non-repetitive bars deposited by 
vigorous currents. The lateral transition from sigmoidal 
cross-strata to planar strata probably reflects downcur

rent transition from 'simple compound bar' deposition to 
'plane-bedded simple bar' deposition, following Allen 
( 1983). 

Planar stratified channel-ji/1 sandstones. - This storey
type consists dominantly of low-angle ( < l 0°) to hori
zontally stratified fine- to medium-grained sandstone 
(Fig. 5c). Primary current lineation is a common feature 
on bedding surfaces. Minor constituents are sheet-like 
and wedge-like massive beds, the latter type filling in 
erosional scours at the base of each storey. Solitary, 
small-scale scour-and-fill structures and ripple trough 
cross-lamination are subordinate sedimentary structures, 
but may occur within planar stratified beds. 

Individual planar stratified channel-fill sandstones are 
5-7 m thick. They are fine- to medium-grained and 
organized in laterally relatively persistent beds, although 
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lateral splitting and amalgamation are frequently ob
served on a larger scale (Fig. 5d). Individual beds vary in 
thickness from a few centimetres to more than l m. Bed 
boundaries are defined commonly by very thinly in
terbedded mudstone (millimetre scale) or mica-rich hori
zons (Fig. 5c). Bed geometry, as observed parallel to the 
palaeoflow, is tabular with almost parallel bounding 
surfaces. The bounding surfaces may be traced for tens 
of metres (Fig. 5d). 

Some beds show weakly erosive bases with a maximum 
relief less than l O cm. The micro- as well as macroscopi
cal visibility of lamination is emphasized by heavy min
eral distribution. Zones rich in heavy minerals are 
commonly seen as black stripes in the rocks, and may 
locally reach a thickness of 5- 15 cm. Characteristically, 
the thinner beds show the best-developed internat stratifi
cation and the sharpest defined bed boundaries, and the 
thicker units of heavy minerals are located in these beds. 
Grains within a planar stratified unit rich in heavy 
minerals commonly show vertical grading, both normal 
and inverse, but no systematic trend is detectable. Tabu
lar beds of indistinct planar strata may pass laterally in to 
sheet-like massive beds. Locally within the massive beds, 

thin heavy-mineral markers outline patches of disturbed 
lamination and solitary, small-scale trough cross-strata. 
The trough structures are normally 15-25 cm wide and 
5 cm deep. Similar trough structures are also locally 
found as isolated beds within a 'layer-cake' arrangement 

of planar stratified sandstones. 
Massive sandstones of varying thicknesses occur at the 

base of some storeys. These beds reach a thickness of 
1. 5 m, and commonly fill depressions that wedge out 
laterally. They always overlie irregular erosive and chan
nellized surfaces and locally contain large amounts of 
angular to subrounded mud and siltstone dasts. 

lnterpretation. Possible mechanisms for the development 

of planar strata under upper flow regime, plane-bed 
conditions have been reviewed and discussed by several 
authors (e.g. Bridge 1978; All en 1984; Cheel & Middle
ton 1986; Bridge & Best 1988; Paola et al. 1989). Two 
classes of theories are considered as most important in 
the most recent literature (Bridge & Best 1988; Paola et 
al. 1989). One dass involves the interaction of sediment 
transport and turbulence exemplified by burst-sweep 
processes (Bridge 1978; Cheel & Middleton 1986), the 
other dass is by the migration of extremely low-ampli
tude bedforms present on apparently flat beds (Ailen 
1984; Bridge & Best 1988; Paola et al. 1989). Condusions 
from la bora tory experiments by Bridge & Best ( 1988) 
and Paola et al. ( 1989) indicate that the planar strata 
result from the superposition of two processes: high
frequency erosion and deposition due to turbulence and 
migration of low-amplitude bedforms. 

In the present study, the thinner beds with very well
developed heavy-mineral laminae and a high degree of 

hydrodynamic sorting are considered as directly related 

to flow intensity and partide-by-partide bed erosion 
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(Simons et al. 1965). As a consequence, a direct relation
ship to the stability field diagram for ripples, dunes and 
upper stage plane-beds can be made for these deposits 
(Allen & Leeder 1980; Lowe 1988). The thicker beds with 
less visible laminae and local transitions into massive 
beds are related to a different depositional mechanism, 
where the balance between bed-load deposition and sus
pended-load deposition is different. As discussed by 
Lowe ( 1988), bed-load layers that develop below highly 
concentrated suspended loads derive most of their sedi
ment from suspended sediment douds that tend to col
lapse abruptly rather than gradually with dedining flow 
intensity. Lowe (1988) argues further that there exists a 
critical value of sediment fallout rate above which the 
rate of sediment input from above will exceed the ability 
of the bed-load layer to move and sort the falling debris. 
The massive channel-fill sandstones deposited from hy
perconcentrated flood-flows (see below) is related to a 
sediment fallout rate above this critical value. The 
thicker, planar stratified beds with vague to absent }ami
nation are interpreted as the deposits of such flood-flows. 
In these deposits, traction structures, in the form of 

vague planar strata, are present because of a persistently 
high bed-load sediment concentration, although the local 
absence of any visible laminae may indicate that the 
sediment fallout rate was, at times, sufficiently high to 
prevent the efficient operation of sorting mechanisms. 

In a fluvial context, thick successions of planar strata 
are related to sheet-flood deposition in high-energy 
ephemera1 streams (McKee et al. 1967; Williams 1971; 
Picard & High 1973; Frostick & Reid 1977; Tunbridge 
1981, 1984; Olsen 1987; Dam & Andreasen 1990), of 
semi-arid and arid dimatic settings. The most important 
factors for the ephemeral sedimentation pattern in the 
upper part of the Næringselva Member were the lack of 
vegetation and the intensity of rainfalls. Any major 

rainfall would have had a 'catastrophic' effect on the 

non-vegetated hinterland, giving a very rapid runoff, 
with violent, short-lived sheets of flood water spread over 
extensive areas during peak-ftow periods. 

The laterally continuous planar stratified sandstones 
with interca1ated fines reflect rapid changes in flood 
regime. This high-energy situation was followed by wan
ing of the flow and fallout of finer partides, gi ving rise to 
the thin interbeds and imparting on the sections their 
'layer-cake' characteristics. The presence of small, inter

vening ripple troughs and scour-and-fill structures 

within, and at the top of some planar stratified sand
stones is probably due to pulsating flow or reworking of 
the planar strata during waning stages of the flow. 

Massive channel-.fill sandstones. - The storeys dominated 
by massive channel-fill sandstones are a maximum of 6 m 
thick and are exposed laterally for 60-70 m. Volumetri
cally, the massive sandstone facies accounts for approxi
mately 60% (Fig. 10, storey 2). Typically, the massive 
beds are situated above a lower erosional boundary 
displaying distinct concave-upward channel-like features 
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Fig. JO. Planar stratified and massive channel-fill sandstones. Diagrammatic cross-section of sandstone body A, Seglodden area. 

that are incised up to 3 m into underlying sediments_ The 
margins are very steep (locally up to 70°) where this 
surface erodes into sandstone (Figs. 5d and 10). Shale 
clasts are found locally along this surface. The upper 
surface of the massive beds commonly has a concave-up 
palaeorelief that is infilled by other facies, such as cross
and planar stratified sandstones, rippled silty sandstone 
and mudstone. Where present, these facies types are 
always found at the top of the massive beds. Although 
the general palaeocurrent direction of the upper 
Næringselva Member is northeasterly, steeply dipping 
margins seen in almost flow-parallel exposures are ori
ented at a high angle to the palaeoflow direction. 

The massive beds have no apparent organization. In
distinct low-angle cross-stratification and discontinuous 
bedding structures are observed locally along the base of 
scoured depressions, and discontinuous planar strata are 
observed locally along the top of the massive beds. 

Interpretation. Massive beds may form in response to 
depositional processes ( Collinson 1970; McCabe 1977; 
Jones & Rust 1983; Rust & Jones 1987; Turner & Monro 
1987; Lowe 1988), or by post-depositional deformation 
(All en & Banks 1972; Allen 1986; Doe & Dott 1980). In 
the present study, the post-depositional process is consid
ered as less important based on the absence of cross
strata or remains of such beds transitional to massive 
beds, the presence of massive beds above violent channel-

like erosional surfaces, and a local presence of unde
formed faint planar strata. As a consequence, the mas
sive beds are interpreted as resulting from transport and 
deposition of sediments, and it is suggested that short
lived mass flows were responsible for the dumping of 
sediments at a rate too fast for hydraulic sorting pro
cesses to work effectively. A type of mass flow considered 
to be intermediate between debris flows and normal 
stream flows is termed 'hyperconcentrated flood flows' by 
Smith ( 1986). Such flood flows have been related to 
debris flows that take up water as they move downstream 
(Smith 1986), or they may develop by the addition of 
sediments to fast flowing stream flows (Turner & Monro 
1987). An interpretation of the massive beds as being the 
deposits of 'hyperconcentrated flood flows' is likely for 
the massive channel-fill sandstones of the Næringselva 
Member. The sediment source was most likely collapse 
material eroded from loose homogeneous sandy allu
vium during periods of heavy rainfall and extreme 
runoff. The presence of intraformational mudstone clasts 
indicates a relatively short transport distance for the 
sediments. Bank failure probably occurred at flood stage 
because of bank steepening by river-bed scour and be
cause water saturation of bank sediments increases their 
density and decreases their shear strength due to elevated 
pore pressure. The coarse particles within the high-den
sity flow were probably maintained in suspension by the 
combined effect of turbulence, buoyant support and dis-
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persive pressure (Smith 1986; Lowe 1982, 1988). Lowe 
( 1982) has suggested that minor velocity changes may 

reduce dispersive pressure and turbulence below a critical 
value, and that this allows a very rapid deposition of the 
heavy load. 

Traction currents are regarded as the cutting mecha
nism for the steep channel margins. The significant relief 
indicates the strong erosive power of these currents, and 
the dose association to over1ying massive sandstones 
indicates that currents may have cut channels and de
posited sands as flow waned and reached the critical 
value for sediment fallout. Although the cut-and-fill in
terpretation is favoured in the present study, a possib1e 
alternative to this interpretation was discussed by Rust & 
Jones ( 1987). They interpreted 'semi-cyclindrical' erosion 
surfaces below massive sandstone units as modified 
slump scars, and attributed these to retrogradational 
failure of loosely packed sand during flood stages. 

Bay-fil/ deposits 

Small-scale, coarsening upward facies sequences (up to 
3 m thick) and isolated, sharply based sandstones are the 
dominant deposits of HU B and HU C in the Seglodden 
area (Figs. 4 and 1 1 ). The main difference between these 
two units is the type of sedimentary structure within the 

coarser grained facies, interpreted as sheet-flood domi

nated minor mouth bars/crevasse splays (planar strata 
are predominant) and Gilbert-type minor mouth bars 
(large-scale sigmoidal cross-strata are predominant). 

Sheet-flood dominated crevasse splaysfminor mouth bars. 
- This facies sequence coarsens upwards from parallel
laminated mudstone and siltstone to cross-laminated silty 
sandstone with mudstone laminae, and finally into mas
sive sandstone and planar stratified sandstone with pri
mary current lineation. Maximum thickness is about 3 m 
( Figs. 4 and 11 ). Palaeocurrent measurements based on 
asymmetry of ripples indicate relative sediment transport 
toward the north-northeast and northeast. Primary cur
rent lineation is oriented ENE-WSW. 

Interpretation. The coarsening upward trend and the 
associated increase in energy level indicated by an up
ward change from lower flow regime (ripples) to upper 
flow regime (planar strata), suggest a progradational 
origin for the unit. The stratigraphic position between 
thick distributary sandstone bodies of an inferred delta
plain origin (Fig. 4) suggests deposition in a bay or 
flood-plain setting. An important difference to other 
described sequences of bay-fill or over bank origin (e.g. 
Allen 1970; Andorfer 1973; Elliott 1974; Coleman and 
Prior 1 980; Fielding 1984) is the abundance of upper 
flow regime, planar strata within the coarser sediments. 

A 'flash-flood' dominated braid delta 73 

The planar strata suggest deposition by fast-flowing, 
weakly confined to unconfined currents operating in 

shallow areas at the flank of, or beyond, an active 
channel. 

Gi/bert-type mouth bars. - Gilbert-type mouth-bar facies 
sequences are observed within HU C, and can be subdi
vided into two slightly different types. 

Type l (Fig. 12a) is more complex than type 2 (Fig. 

12b). A fully developed facies sequence comprises an 
upward-coarsening succession up to nearly 3 m thick of 
mudstone (maximum 25 cm thick), rippled silty sand
stone with mud laminae (maximum 15 cm thick), mas
sive to low-angle stratified sandstone (0-0.5 m thick) 
and cross-stratified sandstone ( 1-2 m thick). The base of 
the cross-stratified sets is weakly erosional to non-ero
sional. Maximum lateral exposure is approximately 
30 m. The basal beds of mudstone and rippled sil ty 
sandstone wedge out towards the thickest part of the 
facies sequence, but maintain a rather consistent thick
ness throughout most of the exposure. At !east three 
superimposed sets ( 1-0.2 m thick) of cross-stratified 
sandstone are recognized within a fully developed facies 
sequence, volumetrically representing up to 70% of the 
total unit. The vertical stacking pattern of cross-stratified 
sets indicates a general upward decrease in thickness. 

The type 2 facies sequence (Fig. 12b) has a maximum 
lateral exposure of 20 m. It occurs as sharply based 
bodies, 1-1.2 m thick, of fine- to medium-grained, domi
nantly cross-stratified sandstone capped by mudstone. 

Large-scale sigmoidal and concave-up foresets are the 
dominant sedimentary structures, although wedge-shaped 
beds of massive and low-angle stratified sandstones occur, 
interfingering with the large-scale cross-stratified sets. 
Soft-sedimentary falding and oversteepening of cross
strata are observed; in places cross-strata have a measured 
di p which is well above the angle of repose. Superposition 
of cross-strata is not observed within the type-2 facies 
sequence. Steeply, as well as gently dipping erosional 
surfaces are common features within the cross-stratified 
sandstones. Asymmetric ripples are found at one such 
erosional surface, at the top surface of a sandstone body, 
and in a few discrete thin beds just below the base of the 
sandstone body. The base of the sandstone body itself is 
slightly erosional to non-erosional. 

Both type l and type 2 facies sequences thin towards 
the north-northeast. Large-scale cross-strata dip north
easterly in all exposures where measurements of 
palaeoflow direction were possible (Figs. I l  and 12). 
This is the same trend as for the fluvial system repre
sented by the SB B, situated immediately below HU B. 

lnterpretation. Two interpretations are possible to ex
plain the deposition of the large-scale cross-stratified sets. 

Fig. Il. Vertical sections measured through bay lill deposits of heterolithic unit B (left) and heterolithic unit C (right), Seglodden area. 
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One is by the advance of bars similar to sand waves that 
are attached to alternating sides of deep channels 
(Collinson & Thompson 1982). Such bars are described 

from present-day irrigation canals. However, the lack of 
erosive boundaries of the sandstone bodies makes this 
interpretation less likely. The most likely interpretation is 
by the advance of small Gilbert-type deltas formed in 
front of streams that carried abundant bed-load into 
quiet water. These deltas are normally related to a hy
drodynamic situation of homopycnal mixing where high
velocity, bed-load rivers enter a freshwater or low
salinity basin (Bates 1953; Wright 1977). The develop
ment of such deltas has been demonstrated in laboratory 
tanks by Jopling ( 1965). He showed that the advance of 
the delta front is mainly controlled by avalanching (grain 
flow) down a steep delta slope, resulting in laterally 
persistent sets of planar cross-strata. With increasing 
velocity a greater proportion of sediment is taken into 
suspension and the frontal profile develops a tangential 
to concave-up profile similar to that described for both 
type- l and type-2 facies sequences in the present study. 
Some of the massive and low-angle stratified beds de
scribed above are interpreted as being deposited by sus
pension fallout in front of the migrating foresets. 
However, especially for the type-2 facies sequences, the 
wedges of massive sandstone that interfinger with cross
stratified sandstone might represent the product of 
degradation and flow down the bedform during low 
discharge periods of the feeding stream. A foreset slope 
dose to the angle of repose consists of a very unstable 
aggregate of grains that is extremely sensitive to any 
disturbance. Jopling ( 1965) demonstrated that with a 
significant drawdown of the water level the front of 
the delta collapsed as a slurry and formed a mound
like deposit downstream with poorly developed internal 
stratification. This interpretation is supported by the 
dose association between wedges of massive bottomsets 
and erosional reactivation surfaces within the type-2 
deposits. 

A palaeocurrent direction coincidental with the fluvial 

feeder system situated stratigraphically below indicates 
that the feeding fluvial channels or their related crevasse 
channels continued in the same postgradation pattern 
after change of relative sea level. 

The delta-front facies association; description 
and interpretation of facies sequences 
Coarsening upward facies sequences of inferred delta
front origin occur within HU A, HU D and HU E (Fig. 
4). The delta-front facies association is subdivided into 
prodelta to distal-bar and mouth-bar facies sequences. In 
addition, a unique type of facies sequence occurs at the 
transition between SB D and HU E, interpreted as 
delta-plain sandstones that were reworked after aban
donment and transgression of the delta plain. 
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Prodelta to distal bar facies sequences. - The characteris

tic prodelta to distal-bar facies sequence is 2-6m thick. 

It comprises a basal, planar laminated mudstone and 

siltstone, and coarsens upwards into a characteristic silt

stone with laminae and thin beds ( centimetre scale) of 

coarse-grained siltstone to very fine-grained sandstone, 
often showing distinct normal grading. Laminae of mud

stone and siltstone are coloured light brown or light grey 

to dark greyish green, whereas sandstones appear white, 
light grey or green. In places, sharply based sandstone 

beds reach a thickness of 0.5 m. These beds are charac
terized by a range of sedimentary structures, e.g. small

scale cross-laminae, asymmetric ripples, lenticular 
bedding and small scour-and-fill structures. The coarsest 

beds are characterized by small-scale soft-sediment defor

mation structures. Most common are load-casts, ball
and-pillows, convolute laminations, convolute beds (Fig. 
5e) and slumps. The Heterolithic unit HU D contains a 

slump structure 3 m thick of fine-grained sandstone 

capped by mud and siltstone (Figs. 4 and 5f). Locally, 

within the lower part of HU E and HU A, facies 

sequences 1.5-2.0 m thick comprise an upper erosively 

based massive sandstone 10-20 cm thick with a basal lag 

of intraformational dasts of mudstone and siltstone. The 

erosional surfaces are in most places planar but show 

some minor local relief. 

Interpretation. The facies sequences are interpreted as 

prodelta to distal mouth-bar deposits following the defin

ition of Coleman and Prior ( 1982). Coloured, normally 
graded beds of mudstone and siltstone are characteristic 

for, and interpreted as, prodelta deposits. Progressing 

upward within the facies sequence, coarser grained sedi

ments with ripples, lenticular bedding (possibly compara
ble to the 'starved current ripples' of Coleman and Prior, 
1982) and small-scale scour-and-fill structures indicate a 

setting doser to the river mouth. These sediments are 
interpreted as the deposits of a distal (mouth) bar envi
ronment. The sharply based massive sandstones with a 

basal intraformational lag are interpreted as the deposits 

of turbidity currents. These might have been generated as 
hyperpycnal plane jet flows directly from the river mouth 
as well as from gravity processes with associated remobi
lization of mouth-bar sediments. 

The presence of slump deposits in the Smellror area 
and a high degree of small-scale soft-sediment defor

mation in general indicate that the delta front was in
fluenced by gravity forces. Extensive soft-sediment defor
mation of the sediments points to high rates of deposi

tion, which is a characteristic of many environments, 

including the delta front. According to Postma ( 1984), 
sedimentary gravity processes are particularly common 

in the subaqueous component of coarse-grained deltas. 

Following Coleman and Prior (1982), mass-movement 

processes, such as small-scale slumping, are particularly 
common near the lower section of mouth bars, where 

sediments often are overpressured. 
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Mouth-bar facies sequences. - Mouth bar facies occur as 
coarsening upward sequences 7-20 m thick (Figs. 4 and 
5b). In addition to a basal part that is similar to the 
prodelta to distal-bar facies sequence, the mouth bar 
contains an upper coarse member characterized by beds 
of fine-, and locally, up to medium-grained sandstone. 
Sedimentary structures within the sandstones are planar 
strata with primary current lineations and asymmetric 
ripples. Although most ripples are asymmetrical and uni
directional, they locally show a complex pattern with one 
dominant and one less dominant orientation of the ripple 
crest. It is also observed that unidirectional cross-laminae 
are modified and draped by wave-formed lamination. 

Palaeocurrent measurements of asymmetric ripple 
crests (HU A) show a dominant southeast-northwest 
orientation, with a transport direction toward the north
east. Primary current lineations (HU E) are oriented 

northeast-southwest. Mouth-bar facies sequences are 
found only in the uppermost intervals of HU A (7 m 
thick), D and E (15-20 m thick), although most of the 
sandstone fraction of HU A is not present, as compared 
to mouth-bar facies sequences within the other units. 
Although pro- and retrogradational sets of prodelta to 
distal-bar facies sequences are observed above the re
worked delta-plain facies sequence of HU E, the vertical 
stacking pattern of facies sequences is random within 
HU A and HU D. 

Interpretation. The well-defined coarsening upward pat
tern of this facies sequence shows many similarities to 
idealized mouth-bar models for fluvially dominated 
del tas (e.g. Coleman and Prior 1980; Elliott 1986). A 
mouth-bar interpretation is supported by the presence of 
overlying distributary channels in all cases where the 
facies sequence is observed. The presence of ripple forms 
with a complex pattern of crest orientation is possibly the 
result of interference between waves and currents of 
divergent directions, and indicates that a minimum of 
wave reworking took place at the delta front. However, 
the total lack of hummocky cross-stratification and other 
indications of extensive wave action is noteworthy. The 
similarity of the dominant palaeocurrent trend to the 
trend of the associated overlying fluvial sandstone bodies 
indicates a fluvial control on the sedimentation. The low 
frequency of any distinct progradational, aggradational 
or retrogradational set of facies sequences is probably 
related to the erratic nature of the distributary channel 
system that was feeding the delta front. 

Reworked delta-plain sandstones. - The base of the only 
'reworked delta-plain sandstone' observed is defined by 
an intraformational conglomerate l m thick (Fig. 4), 
which is transitional into a 6 m thick very fine- to 
medium-grained sandstone succession that fines upwards. 
Petrographically this sandstone is identical to the dis
tributary sandstones, with a similar degree of sorting. 

The conglomerate has a relatively planar base and is 
composed of very poorly sorted clasts of mudstone, 
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siltstone and less frequently sandstone. In places clasts 
may reach lO cm in diameter. Overlying sandstones ap
pear massive, but planar and wavy lamination is recog
nized where scattered mudstone and siltstone laminae 
occur. At least one obvious wave-produced structure is 
recognized within the upper part of this sandstone. It is 
possible to subdivide the whole package into three dis
tinet facies sequences above the conglomerate: a fine- to 
medium-grained sandstone 4.5 m thick and two overly
ing, successively thinner and slightly more finer-grained 
sandstones. The reworked delta-plain sandstone is lo
cated at the top of fluvial deposits of the sandstone body 
SB D, and below sediments of the prodelta to distal-bar 
environment. 

Interpretation. The intermediate stratigraphic position of 
this sandstone between distributary channels (SB D) and 
prodelta mudstone (HU E), and the presence of wave
generated structures, indicate that the sandstone was 
subject to marine processes. However, due to a general 
tining upward trend of the sandstone package and the 
arkosic, and not very well sorted nature of the sandstone, 
it is interpreted as a fluvial sandstone that was slightly 
wave-reworked during a transgression following aban
donment of the underlying delta plain. 

This interpretation favours a 'fluvial channel base' 
interpretation for the l m thick intraformational con
glomerate occurring at the base of the sandstone. Due to 
its similarity to numerous channel-base conglomerates 
described from the area, this conglomerate is interpreted 
as representing a river-bank collapse breccia filling in a 
slump scar or channel base at the top of SB D, and 
thereby defines the base of the channel that was partly 
reworked during delta-plain abandonment. 

However, this conglomerate could also be interpreted 
as a transgressive lag that was derived from underlying 
strata during a transgression. It is well documented 
(Elliott, 1986) that transgressive deposits may include a 
basal erosional surface with a discrete bed of coarse 
strata produced by shoreface retreat, and transgressive 
lags described in the geological literature do often con
tain examples of beds of shale rip-up clasts. 

Discussion and conclusions 
The feeder system 

Descriptions and interpretations of the distributary sys
tem of the Næringselva Member clearly point to a high
energy-high-discharge, braided environment. The lack 
of binding vegetation during the Proterozoic probably 
had a 'catastrophic' effect on the fluvial system during 
rainfall. Extreme runoff and well-exposed sediment 
sources gave strong erratic discharges with unstable, 
flash-flood dominated channels. Such high-energy sys
tems are usually 'fan-shaped' in plan view (McPherson et 
al. 1987; Nemec & Steel 1988) but they may build 
extensive coastal braid plains that are laterally extensive 
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in a direction normal to stream ftow. In a delta classifica
tion mainly based on characteristics of the alluvial feeder 
system, McPherson et al. ( 1987) defined the term 'braid 

delta' for 'all those coarse-grained deltas composed pre
dominantly of grave! and coarse sand that are formed by 
progradation of a braided ftuvia1 system into a standing 
body of water'. Present-day braid del tas occur mostly in 
mid- to high-latitude areas because of high precipitation, 
a ready supply of coarse-grained sediments and a mini
mum of sediment-stabi1izing vegetation (McPherson et 
al. 1987). In contrast to most modem and ancient coun
terparts, which are dominantly composed of coarse
grained sandstones and gravels, the braid-plain deposits 
of the Næringselva Member are composed of a remark
ably uniform grain size, dominantly of fine to medium 
grains. Although finer grained sediments are expected to 
have been reworked and transported out of the high-en
ergy system, the lack of coarser sands and gravels proba
bly reftects the nature of the sediment source. Although 
there is no unambiguous conclusion for the nature of the 
source area, the dominance of rounded to subrounded 
grains, the absence of components coarser than medium
grained sand, and the abundance of chert may indicate 
recycled sediments as the sediment source. 

Postma ( 1990) classified distributary feeder systems 
roughly into four empirical categories (Fig. 13). The 
Næringselva feeder system fits well into his 'type-B feeder 
system' described as ' . . .  comprising closely spaced, 

Feeder 
system 

SHALLOW 
WATER 
DELT AS 

Type A Type B 

HJULSTROM -TYPE 
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highly mobile (unstable) bed load channels feeding the 
delta front essentially as a line source . . .  '. 

The lack of any coarsening upward deposits below SB 
B and SB C could be due to channel incision and a total 
removal of such deposits (if originally deposited) or to a 
rapid shift of the erratic distributary system into more 
protected areas at the ftanks of the braid plain, where 
such deposits were not given the time to accumulate. 
These areas, exemplified by HU B and HU C, probably 
developed after abandonment and subsidence of a braid 
plain or part of a braid plain, when the focus of deposi
tion was led to other areas, possibly as a result of 
tectonic activity. Taking into account the thicknesses of 
facies sequences within HU B and HU C and effects 
from compaction, it is possible to conclude that the 
water depth in the Seglodden area embayments was very 
shallow, and not more than a few metres. 

The delta front 

The variation in delta-front architecture and facies de
pends on the feeding alluvial regime as well as on the 
interplay between alluvial and basinal processes. 

Wave and tidal processes are interpreted as subordi
nate in importance during the deposition of the studied 
part of the Næringselva Member. Although reworked 
current ripples or interference ripples are observed within 

Type C Type O 

• � · - -
Shoa l-water 
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Gilbert-type 
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Fig. /3. Major prototypes offluvially dominated deltas. From Postma (1990). The Næringselva delta plots as a 'grativationally modified Gilbert-type' based on results 

from the present study. 
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mouth-bar deposits and distinct wave structures are rec
ognized within the reworked delta-plain deposits, the 
delta-front sediments described in this study lack signifi
cant signs of tide and wave modification. This is sup
ported by palaeocurrent measurements that show the 
same dominant northeasterly sediment transport direc
tion within mouth-bar deposits, consistent with the trend 
of associated distributary channels. It is suggested that 
the braid delta prograded into a low-energy protected 
basin, or a protected part of a larger basin. The conclu
sions presented here differ from those of Siedlecka and 
co-workers ( Siedlecka & Edwards 1980; Siedlecka et al. 
1988) who interpreted the Næringselva Member as the 
deposits of a fluvially dominated, tide- and wave
modified system. The occurrence of only a few wave-gen
erated structures found in the present study does not 
support classification as wave-dominated. As fluvial pro
cesses are at their weakest after delta (lobe) abandon
ment, this allows the 'background' processes to operate 
more effectively and the relative influence of wave pro
cesses will increase. 

The studied delta-front deposits are dominated by silt
and mud-size sediments, with a minor content of sand
stone. These sandstones can be divided into three differ
ent groups: (l)  coarsening upward mouth-bar deposits 
underlying alluvial sandstone bodies; (2) locally occur
ring sharply and erosively based thin beds of fine- to 
medium-grained turbidite sandstones; and (3) the 
slumped sand unit capped in mudstone and siltstone. 

These observations may indicate that: (l) coarser 
grained sediments were trapped at, or close to the river 
mouth by primary depositional processes; (2) the delta 
front was influenced by gravitational instability that re
mobilized mouth-bar sands; and (3) there was a limited 
deposition of turbidite sandstones within the prodelta 
and distal-bar area. 

The presence of slump deposits in the Smellror area, 
and a high degree of small-scale soft-sediment deforma
tion in general, indicate that the delta front was influ
enced by gravitational instability. This observation is 
also supported by the study of Siedlecka & Edwards 
( 1980) who described a high degree of soft-sediment 
deformation from the lower part of the Næringselva 
Member. Siedlecka & Edwards (1980) concluded that 
'rotational slumps and other types of slump structures 
suggest an appreciable depositional slope'. 

The abundance of sharply based turbidite sandstones 
shows that the delta front was influenced by turbidity 
currents for limited periods. It is not possible to conclude 
whether the turbitidy currents generated as hyperpycnal 
flows from the river mouth during flood stages, when the 
distributaries transported a heavy load, or whether they 
are a result of delta-front collapse. However, a low 
frequency of these sandstones within the fine-grained 
delta-front sediments may not necessarily indicate that 
turbidity currents were infrequent. Unknown amounts of 
sand might have bypassed the delta front as high-density 
turbidity currents. This is supported by the study of 
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Siedlecka & Edwards ( 1980), who recognized a scarci ty 
of turbidite deposits in the lower Næringselva Member 
and related this to sediment bypass processes across a 
relatively steep slope. 

When integrating the observations and interpretations 
of the present study with those of Siedlecka & Edwards 
( 1980), the delta-front characteristics of the Næringselva 
Member show many similarities to Postma's (1990) 
'Gravitationally modified Gilbert-type deepwater delta' 
(Fig. 13). However, by comparing the measured sections 
in the two study areas the following differences are 

obvious: (l) the presence of fully developed mouth-bar 
sandstones and large-scale sand slumps is only observed 
in the Smellror area; (2) the most convincing wave-gener
ated sedimentary structures are observed in the Smellror 
area; and (3) the presence of shallow-water, bay-fil! 
deposits is observed only in the Seglodden area. The 
paleocurrent trends of the delta sediments are easterly, 
the Smellror area is situated east of the Seglodden area, 
and a possible model is that the delta-front environment 
was shallow in the Seglodden Area but became deeper as 
the delta prograded into the basin towards Smellror. This 
made! is supported by the interpretation of Siedlecka 
(1985), who suggested a general eastward progradation 
of the Båsnæring delta across the Trollfjord-Komagelv 
Fault Zone (Fig. 3). 

Conclusions 

l .  The studied sections of the Næringselva Member com
prise sharply based sandstone bodies, 7-35 m thick, 
interpreted as distributary channel deposits of a braid
delta system. 

2. The distributary channel deposits are dominated by 
sediments transported and deposited under high
energy conditions. This is indicated by the dominance 
of sigmoidal and concave-up cross-strata deposited in 
the dune to upper stage flow-regime transition, with 
upper flow regime, planar stratification and massive 
beds. The dominance of these high-energy deposits is 
related to the absence of vegetation during the Pre
cambrian and a 'flash-flood' nature for the deposi
tional system is suggested. 

3. The sandstone bodies are separated by finer grained 
units of mixed lithology. In the Seglodden area they 

are interpreted as bay-fill deposits in the form of 
sheet-flood dominated and Gilbert-type minor mouth 
bars. 

4. Well-developed mouth-bar deposits underlie distribu
tary channel deposits in the Smellror area, but are 
absent or rare in the Seglodden area. 

5. Wave and tidal processes are interpreted as having 
been subordinate in importance during the deposition 
of the studied part of the Næringselva Member. This 
is supported by palaeocurrent measurements of delta
front and bay-fill deposits that dominantly reflect the 
fluvial trend. 
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6. Although it is believed that the delta front was shal
lower in the Seglodden area, but became deeper as the 

delta prograded eastwards towards the Smellror area, 

the overall characteristics of the Næringselva Member 
show similarities to Postma's ( 1990) description of a 
'Gravitationally modified Gil bert-type deepwater. 
delta'. 
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